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Wedding Day Fashion Inspiration, for
Every Type of Venue

From botanical gardens to city hall, we've got outfit ideas to match.

Illustrations by Ana Hard

Updated Apr 28, 2022

Nailing down the where and when of your wedding day are some of the first steps you

take when planning. Once you've got your venue booked, you can start to hone in on the

details—most importantly, your day-of look. While there are no hard and fast rules

(besides wanting to love the way you look and feel, of course), you'll want to keep your

location in mind when selecting your ensemble, especially when it comes to formality.

That's why we created this illustrated lookbook with fashion inspo for every kind of

venue and added some smart tips to keep in mind.

On the Beach

Ana Hard

Exchanging vows on the beach means a breeze on your face, the smell of salt in the air

and maybe even sand between your toes, so light colors and lightweight fabrics are key.

For a seaside affair, you don't need a super buttoned-up look.

Style Cues

Wearing a Suit?

Keep things casual with a light-colored suit in a breathable material, like linen, and

accessorize with your favorite pair of shades or a pocket square that matches your

wedding palette. Even a wool suit jacket can work, especially if it's performance wool

that has moisture-wicking properties to help you stay dry and comfortable.

Pro Tip: When you're by the beach, you can even skip the tie. Another great way to add

personality to a suit: Swap out the standard dress shirt for a polo—a solid color looks

great framed by a suit jacket.

Wearing a Dress?

Look for light and airy fabrics. The best silhouettes for beachside ceremonies can easily

move with your body and won't slow you down as you tread through the sand, like those

featuring A-line skirts and side slits.

Pro Tip: One other thing to note? High heels and sand don't mix: Choose wedges or flat

sandals instead.

Get the Look: From left, Essense of Australia Style D3457, Adore by Justin Alexander

Felicity Dress, JOE Joseph Abboud Light Gray Linen Slim Fit Suit Separates, from

$249.99. Considering a rental? Try the Calvin Klein Light Blue Performance Wool Suit,

$217.99 for a complete rental package with Perfect Fit Rewards.

At City Hall

Ana Hard

Given its less formal vibes, a civil ceremony is your chance to have some fun and break

the traditional wedding fashion rules. Don't feel limited to traditional white dresses or

solid-color suiting if patterns, prints or bold colors are more your style.

Style Cues

Wearing a Suit?

You can't go wrong with a slim-cut suit in a classic navy blue. Show your personality with

unique accents like a pocket square, cufflinks, suspenders—even funky socks.

Wearing a Dress?

If you're planning to wear a wedding dress, you can play around with shorter hemlines,

unexpected silhouettes and statement details. Structured pieces, like a suit or a blazer

dress, are courthouse favorites, but you can also rock a minidress or a standout jumpsuit.

Pro Tip: A major detail to think about when shopping for a courthouse or city hall dress

is whether or not you'll have help getting ready before the ceremony. Most traditional

wedding gowns are more difficult to put on than your average dress, especially if there

are zippers, laces, buttons or hooks that you can't reach on your own. If you'll be getting

dressed solo on your special day, look for a style that you can easily get into and out of

without help.

Get the Look: From left, Adore by Justin Alexander Jovanna Dress, Adore by Justin

Alexander Nita Dress, Tommy Hilfiger Blue Modern Fit Suit Separates Coat and Tommy

Hilfiger Modern Fit Suit Separates Pant, $399.99. Considering a rental? Try the Calvin

Klein Blue Suit, $217.99 for a complete rental package with Perfect Fit Rewards.

In a Botanical Garden or Park

Ana Hard

Whether you've chosen your favorite public park or a stately botanical garden, a

wedding in the presence of Mother Nature offers naturally gorgeous scenery and

stunning photo ops.

Style Cues

Wearing a Suit?

A light gray semi-formal suit will complement any color in the garden. Tap into the

natural elements that will surround you and opt for a boutonniere made from greenery,

a subtly patterned pocket square or even a pastel tie.

Wearing a Dress?

There's a whimsical charm that comes with choosing a nature-inspired wedding gown,

from floral appliqué or crocheted lace details to delicate ruffles. We say go for a chapel-

length train that will only add to the romantic atmosphere as you walk down the aisle.

Pro Tip: Choose sturdy shoes (think: block heels, wedges, dressy flats and dress shoes

with thicker soles) to help you navigate uneven terrain like grass, gravel or sand. If you

can't give up your stilettos, use some heel protectors to prevent sinking.

Get the Look: From left, Allison Webb Crosby Dress, Allison Webb Camilla Dress,

Awearness Kenneth Cole Black & White Sharkskin AWEAR-TECH Slim Fit Suit

Separates, from $399.99. Considering a rental? Try the Joseph Abboud Light Gray Satin

Edged Notch Lapel Tux, $217.99 for a complete rental package with Perfect Fit

Rewards.

In a Modern Loft

Ana Hard

Loft spaces come with funky industrial details like exposed brick or concrete and antique

windows (some that are even floor-to-ceiling!) that allow you to put your own stamp on

the decor. Naturally, you'll want to do the same with your chic and modern wedding-day

looks.

Style Cues

Wearing a Suit?

Consider a sleek dinner jacket with contrasting accents or even a subtle tone-on-tone

pattern for a contemporary flair. Pair it with black shoes, an optional tie and unexpected

accessories, from cuff links and ties to watches and lapel pins.

Wearing a Jumpsuit?

Forgo the traditional white dress and lean into the urban elegance of your venue with a

show-stopping jumpsuit or two-piece set. Style it with heels for your ceremony and

change into fashionable kicks later to break it down on the dance floor.

Pro Tip: If you're wearing pants, have them hemmed to match the height of the heels

you'll be wearing. But if you want to switch into flat shoes later, keep some hem tape on

hand so you won't have to worry about tripping over your now too-long pants.

Get the Look: From left, Sottero & Midgley Gibson Jumpsuit, Savannah Miller Lorraine

Jumpsuit, Egara White Slim Fit Wider Shawl Lapel Dinner Jacket, $149.99. Considering

a rental? Try the Egara Charcoal Gray Jacquard Dinner Jacket Tux, $192.99 for a

complete rental package with Perfect Fit Rewards.

In a Classic Ballroom

Ana Hard

No luxury is spared at a ballroom wedding, with its ornate architecture, opulent accents

and show-stopping centerpieces. Such an elegant affair calls for an equally formal look.

Style Cues

Wearing a Suit?

Paired with a crisp white wing- or spread-collar shirt, only a classic black tux will do. You

can even take the formality one step further by swapping the black accessories for a

white vest and bow tie.

Pro Tip: Stand out from your groomsmen by having them dress in suits, while you wear a

tux in the same color. Or switch things up by having your guys wear a tie and vest in a

different color.

Wearing a Dress?

A fancy hotel reception was made for the quintessential ball gown—cue the epic twirls

on the dance floor. Up the sophistication with chic satin gloves and an off-the-shoulder

neckline for a dash of old Hollywood glam.

Get the Look: From left, Tara Keely by Lazaro Sasha Dress, Justin Alexander Signature

Moria Dress, Calvin Klein Black X-Fit Slim Fit Notch Lapel Tuxedo Separates Jacket and

Calvin Klein Slim Fit Hemmed Tuxedo Separates Slacks, $449.99. Considering a rental?

Try the BLACK by Vera Wang Black Peak Lapel Tux, $217.99 for a complete rental

package with Perfect Fit Rewards.

Want even more wedding style inspo? Get helpful tips and advice from The Knot and

Men's Wearhouse.

by Sarah Fine
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